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LOCAL EXTREME POINTS AND 
ISOLATED POINTS OF THE SET OF 

SCHWARZIANS OF UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

Jong Su An and Tai Sung Song

1. Introduction

We assume throughout the paper that the function f is holomorphic 
locally univalent from the open unit disk D = {z : \z\ < 1} into the 
Riem허m sphere C = C U {oo}; here C is the complex plane.

The Schwarzian derivative of a function f is defined by

，(z) = - (l/2)(f”(z)/广(2))2

히id satisfies the basic transformation law

，시Z) 드 S"(g(z))g'(z)2 + Sg(z)

for any conformal map g. And S了(z) is holomorphic in D. The 
Schwarzian derivative vanishes identically if and only if / is a Mobius 
transformation [7].

A region Q in. the C is called hyperbolic if C — Q contains at least 
three points. The hyperbolic metric on D is

入D(Z)|d히 = (1 一 I기2)-牛히.

The densiy Aq(w) of the hyperbolic metric 시。"이 on a hyperbolic
region Q is defined by

入Mf(z))|f0)| = (l 시치2)T,
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where w = f(z) is any holomorphic universal covering projection of D 
onto The density has the property

서)(T(z))|7%)| = 入 d(z)

for any 꼬 E Aut(D), the group of conformal automorphisms of D. It 
follows that

|S*(Z)| 入 d(z)-2 = |SKT(z)川 d(T(z))—2.

Thus we can introduce a norm || ||d, where

II께Id = sup g(2시入D(z)“,

and where 9( z) is any holomorphic function in D. Then we have 
II^/otIId = 11•이Id・ For a general discussion of the hyperbolic metric 
we refe호 the reader to [1] and [6]. We shall need the following basic 
properties, which are stated without proof.

Assume Q and △ are hyperbolic plane regions.
CONFORMAL INVARIANCE. If / is a conformal mapping of Q 

onto A, then
人△(•"))]广(z)| = M(z).

PRINCIPLE OF HYPERBOLIC METRIC. If f is holomorphic on 
Q and f(Q) C A, then

由(・f(Z))」f (시 < M(Z).

Equality occurs at some point if and only if / is a holomorphic covering 
of Q onto △.

MONOTONICITY. If Q C A, then for z € Q,人△(» < )g(z). If 
equality holds at a single point, then Q = △.

We define complex Banach space E by

E = {甲加:D —> C holomorphic, ||冲d < 00}.

Let
U = {Sf : : D —> C conformal univalent).
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In this paper, we investigate certain aspects of the linear and topolog
ical structure of U、namely its extreme points and isolated points.

An extreme point of the set 17 is a function E U such that if 
has a convex decomposition = 坪、+ (1 — with 0 < i < 1 and

厂P2 € U. then 如=甲》
The set of extreme points of U will be denoted by ext(£7), and the 

same notation will be used for the extreme points of other sets. It is 
important to note that ext(U} is independent of choice of topology; 
the concept of extreme point is purely algebraic.

An isolated point of U in E is a 夕 C U for which there exists an 
e > 0 such that if | 杪 一 에” < § with p then p = 甲.

Clearly, the concept of an isolated point is tied up very intimately 
with the choice of topology; U does not have any isolated points in 
H(D), the space of holomorphic functions on D endowed with the 
topology of locally uniform convergence.

Now we introduce the concept that subsums both extreme points 
and isolated points.

A local extreme point of U in E is a C U such that there exists a 
e > 0 such that

W € ext(U「1 {© E E : — 써" < e}).

The set U has been of some interest due to its connection with Bers 
model

Q — {Sf E U : f has qc extention to C)

of the universal Teichmiiller space. It was shown by Ahlfors [8] that Q 
is open, and the relationship between U and Q was clarified by Gehring 
[9], who showed that Q = int(£7). It was for a long-standing question 
of Bers, answered in the negative by Gehring [10], whether U ~ Q. The 
concept of conformal rigid regions sheds more light on the r시ationship 
between U and Q, Because of the change-of^variable formula

\\Sf - 이Id = 1岡。厂1 llg(D)

we see that if g is a conformal map from D into C, then Sg is an 
isolated point of U in E if and only if g(D) is rigid [13]. In [13], if 
U has isolated points, then U — Q = U — intU + 如 To make the 
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above discussion, it is necessary to prove the existence of conformal 
rigid regions. This was recently done by Thurston [3] for the first 
time. Consequently, Thurston proved that U has isolated points. In 
[11], Overholt discussed the isolated points. Motivated by the study of 
Overh이t, we discuss the isolated points.

In Section 2, we give the properties of local extreme points. In 
Section 3, we obtain the properties of isolated points.

2. Elementary properties of local extreme points

Proposition 2.1. Let : D —> C be conformal with /(D) C 
g(D). If Sf is an extreme point ofU, then so is Sg. If Sf is an isolated 
point of U in E, then so is Sg. If Sf is a local extreme point of U in 

then so is Sg.

Proof. It is enough to carry out the proof for a local extreme point.
By assumption f = g o T where T : D D is a conformal auto

morphism [14, p. 39]. Suppose Sg = tSgi + (1 — t)Sg2 with Sgx, Sg2 6
Sgi + Sg、0 < f < 1,\\Sg 一 Sgi\\ < c and \\Sg - S시|d < 如 We 

have

Sf = SgOT = Sg(T)T,2 + St

=3商「) + (1 - t)S"(T)]尸2 + ;

=t[Sgi(T)T,2 + St] + (1-圳&(T)尸 2 + St]

=tSg^T + (1 —

It is clear that Sg«、S52Ot 6 U、and Sgi<>T 丰 Sggn Furthermore

I 凡。t - = \\Sa(T)T'2 + ST-Sgi(T)T'2 - ST||D

= ||(&⑺-門|d

= sup |Sg(Z(z)) - 遍(戏z))||7"(끼2灿(2)-2

< sup |S疳(z)) - % (牛))|心(％)厂2

< sup |Sg(Z)- &(2시人D(z)一2 
zGD

=\\Sg 一 Sg』D < E
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by the Schwarz-Pick lemma [1, p. 3]. By the similar method we have 
\\SgoT — SggHI W 如 Thus we are finished. □

We may use the proposition 2.1 to obtain a restriction on the omitted 
set of / if Sy is a local extreme point of U in E.

THEOREM 2.2. If Sy is a local extreme point of U in then f 
caxmot omit an open set.

Proof. Suppose f omits an open set. Then it will in particular omit 
some closed disk Z)O5 say. Let T be a Mobius transformation mapping 
D onto C — Dq. Clearly /(D) C T(D), so proposition 2.1 would imply 
that St is a local extreme point of U in E. But St = 0, so this i용 false. 
We can see this by considering the functions = [(1 +z)/(l — z)]p 
which are univalent for 0 < p < 2. Since S/p(z) = 2(1 — p2)(l — ^2)-2, 
we note that the zero function cannot be a local extreme point of U in 
E. □

3. Elementary properties of isolated points

Since extreme points and isolated points are local extreme points, 
the conclusion in proposition 2.1 is valid for them. In particular, if 
Sf is an isolated point of U in 玖 then f cannot omit an open 용et [3, 
p. 191]. This can be seen in other ways too. It seems clear that the 
property of being an isolated point is much stronger than the property 
of being a local extreme point. So we might hope to obtain a stronger 
conclusion than that f cannot omit an open set, if Sf is an isolated 
point of U in the topology of E.

In order to consider isolated points in greater detail, we must define 
rigid regions. Let Z) C C be a region not necessarily simply connected. 
We assume that D has D as its universal covering surface; it is then 
called a hyperbolic region. It is well known 이 that the only 
non-hyperbolic regions are C, C — {a), C — {a, b}.

We may now define the hyperbolic sup-norm of weight -2 on D by
II이Id = sup g(2시入D(z)",

where 甲 is any holomophic function on D. This norm is analogous in 
the norm |g|g = II이|d・

The following definition is due to Thurston [3].
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DEFINITION 3.1. A hyperbolic region D Q C) is rigid if there exists 
a constant s = s(Q) > 0 such that if f is a conformal map from I) 

onto C and ||S/|)£> < 3, then f is a Mobius transibr/nation.

THEOREM 3.2. Let 으 C b合 regions, with D\ C D» If D± is 
rigid then D2 is rigid.

Proof. If D2 is not-hyperbolic, then assertion is true by definition. 
If D2 is hyperboRc, then 1爲 is hyperbolic. Since D\ 으 we have 
Ap2(z) < d由(z) by the monotonicity of the hyperbolic metric. Now 
if / is a conformal map from D2 into C, then from

ll，IW = sup |Sj(z)|AD1(z)-2 < sup |S/(z)|Ad2(z)-2

< sup \Sf(z)\XD2(z)~2 = ||，|”2

and the rigidity of we conclude that if \\Sf\\o2 < 5(Z>i), then f\Dr 
is a Mobius transformation, and so / is a Mobius transformation, and 
the proof is complete. □

Remark. A region is said to be simply connected if its complement 
is connected. Theorem 3.2 is useful when investigating the properties 
of the complement r of a rigid region Z); T = C — D. In particular, one 
sees that the components of r can be only points or complements of 
rigid, simply connected, hyperbolic regions. For if I\> is a component 
of r, then Do = C — To is simply connected, and also hyperbolic unless 
ro reduces to a point. Now since D C Po, theorem 3.2 shows that DG 
is rigid.

In [3] Thurston proved the existence of rigid, simply connected, hy
perbolic regions by construction. His examples are complements of 
quasiarcs, and so the complements of these rigid regions automatically 
have zero area. We know that the last assertion is valid for the comple
ment of any rigid region. In the following, m(A) will always denote the 
lebesgue planar measure of a set A. One result, however, is following.

Theorem 3.3. If C — T is conformal rigid and r is a connected^ 
then m(r)= 0.

Proof. Suppose m(r)> 0. By a theorem of Ngugen [4], there exist 
a bounded Lipschitz function on C — T which is not a constant. Put
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Z) = C — T, and let f be defined on D by = z + 叫(z). For £ small 
enought, f is conformal on D. We have

Sf =(沏"+ g舟 _ (3/2)eW")/(i + 畋)2.

Now by the Lipschitz condition on 加 we have ©'(z) = 0(1) in D. So 
by the Cau사ly's estimate [12)p.7이 it follows that ©"(z) = 0(5(z)-i) 
and 时"(z) = 0(。(2)一2) in D. Here 6(z) = dist(z,3r). For sufficiently 
small £, we then get S}(z) = 0(sS(z)—2). But it is well known that 
[5,p.4티 (1/4)3(z)t < XD(z) < 5(z)T. Thus |S/(2r)|AD(2)-2 = 0(e) 
and so ||，||q = 0(e), and thus D is not rigid we are finished. □

REMARK. From the above, we see that if Sf is an isolated point of 
the set of Schwarzians of conformal maps / : Z) C, in the topology 
induced by the norm || |(£), then the omitted set of f has zero area. 
For the details of the connection between rigid regions and isolated 
Schwarzians, see [3 or 13].
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